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Supplementary file 2. Appraisal Sub-step D2.2 – Instructions for the NAC Chair 
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As the NAC Chair you are charged with supporting the NAC members in arriving at a 

draft recommendation on UHC/BP interventions. 

 

Introduction 

The Chair will firstly provide the NAC members with a general introduction of what 

is expected of them and how the NAC will achieve this. Points to emphasize:  

 Over the past 2 days, the 4 TWGs (divided in a total of 8 groups) have 

prioritized interventions into low/medium/high priority ‘buckets’ 

 A consolidated rank-ordering of interventions is being created for each of the 

low/medium/high priority buckets based on the voting results of the TWGs 

 The aim of the NAC meeting is to further review part of this consolidated 

rank-ordering and adjust it – where appropriate – by identifying interventions 

that should be ‘in’ or ‘out’ of the EPHS supported by the necessary 

argumentation 

 The agenda for day 3 and 4 is as outlined below 

 

Proceedings for day 3 (first day of NAC meeting) 

i. During the morning of day 3 you will invite each of the TWG 
representatives on the NAC to briefly present their TWG recommendations 
(8 groups, 10-15 mins each).  

a. TWG representatives will present which of their respective 
interventions are in each priority bucket and the main 
argumentation  

i. For each of the TWGs the project team will provide 2-3 
template PowerPoint slides specifying which of the 
interventions are given high/medium/low priority by TWG 
participants – based on majority votes 

ii. Presentations on the high and low priority buckets will be 
short; the presentation of medium priority buckets can be a 
bit more elaborate. 
 

Proceedings for day 4 (second day of NAC meeting) 

i. At the start of day 4 all NAC members will receive a printed version of the 
combined rank-ordering of interventions, created by combining all TWG 
recommendations obtained into one overall rank-ordering. The budget 
limit will have been added to this rank-ordering. 

a. Discussions will focus on inclusion or exclusion of medium-priority 
interventions, starting with the highest ranked intervention, 
followed by the second highest ranked intervention and so on, 
down to the lowest ranked intervention in the medium-priority 
class.  

ii. As the NAC Chair you will work towards formulating recommendations on 
each of the interventions in the medium-priority bucket. For each 
intervention: 
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a. You first invite the TWG representative to summarize the 
argumentations used by TWG participants 

b. Then you invite NAC members to provide additional 
argumentations to either: 

i. Include the intervention in the EPHS 
ii. Exclude the intervention from the EPHS 

iii. Defer the decision on inclusion/exclusion to a later point in 
time in case the available evidence is insufficient to reach a 
justifiable decision  

c. When no (more) arguments are provided, or time is up, you will call 
for a vote on whether the intervention should be (i) Included, (ii) 
Excluded or (iii) Deferred.  

d. Depending on the voting results there will be four possible 
recommendations:  

i. Include the intervention if voting is (almost) unanimous in 
favor of inclusion 

ii. Exclude the intervention if voting is (almost) unanimous in 
favor of exclusion 

iii. Defer the recommendation if the available evidence is 
insufficient 

iv. Defer the recommendation if the available evidence appears 
sufficient but there is no clear majority for either inclusion 
or exclusion. 

iii. As a final step, the NAC recommendations will be used to further narrow 
down the list of interventions recommended for inclusion into the EPHS.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure S3: Evidence sheets 
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Service # and name:  

 

 

 

Equity:  Does it target vulnerable groups? 
 
Financial risk protection:  Does it protect against financial risk? 
 
Social and economic impact: Does it have broader socio-economic consequences? 
 
Feasibility: Can it be delivered and is it socio-culturally acceptable? 

 

 

Health gain for money spent 

 

 

Medium health gains for PKR spent 

44/86 

 

Applicability of the evidence to 

Pakistan 

 

 

 

Budget impact 

 

  

<0.5% of budget 

0.2 PKR per capita 

 

Avoidable BoD by the intervention 

 

 

Low avoidable BoD 

 


